Engaging CloudBased Learning
Xen.Ed is a powerful cloud-based learning
platform that effortlessly empowers educators,
trainers, organisations, and businesses.
From efficient student registration, interactive
learning experiences, easy to build quizzes, tests
and assessments, all the way through to supercharged features like eCommerce, course
marketing and video streaming. Xen.Ed is a
robust, powerful, and engaging learning
platform that delivers learning for all levels and
needs.

The Fully Customisable Digital Learning Platform
Create, then deliver comprehensive lessons, training, courses, and assessments
via your own integrated and fully branded digital spaces and learner portals.

AUTHOR COURSES

Create, collaborate, and scale beautiful course pages that
work seamlessly across every device and browser — with no
coding needed.

FLEXIBLE LEARNING

Switch between blended & online modes. Give your
audiences one consistent location for accessing all of your
in-person and on-demand educational content.

RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Xen.Ed’s intuitive editor helps you adapt your content and
course layout to meet the demands of your learners
individual device requirements.

ASSESS WITH EASE

Engage your learners for productive outcomes with multiple
types and formats of quizzes, tests, and assignments! Easily
track, monitor, and report student results.

ECOMMERCE READY

Our built-in eCommerce functionality, allows you to sell
courses individually or in bundles, or via subscription &
memberships, direct to your learners

ROBUST ANALYTICS

Our built-in analytics platform grants full control over your
data, making it easy to explore, visualise reporting, schedule
& download data in a fast and intuitive way.

FULLY BRANDED

Xen.Ed was designed from the ground-up to be fully
customisable. Personalize your domain name and imprint
your brand across the entire Xen.Ed journey.

CERTIFICATIONS

Xen.Ed enables certifications, skills compliance, micro
credentials and badges to inspire continuous learning for
life-long learning from kinder and beyond.

Crystal Delta belongs to a new breed of companies that are
set on proving that small companies can do big things. Our
daily driving purpose is delivering pragmatic technology
solutions in Education. Learn more at www.mastedly.com

BOOK A DEMO

